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Meme emoji face copy and paste

https://traffine.ru/wb?keyword=meme%20emoji%20face%20copy%20and%20paste


Copy and paste text emoticons of a Lenny Face ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) from my collection. You can even make your own emoticon here! It's super kawaii! What makes older people painters, great actors or great poets? It's definitely not an easy question, but no, I'm not trying to confuse it and say they all use cute text emoticons. (─‿‿─) Even when it comes to great writers, most only use plain text. If a poet is doing a book where he wants to display a body language visually, he would normally hire a painter to paint some scenes and do an even better job
than emoticons. But think of an occasion when you are texting someone. Or by writing a status update. Hiring a visual artist is definitely not the practical thing to do mundanely. Just read this after you've discovered the answer for yourself. Maybe, it's different from mine and I don't want to impose my view of things on you. But the concept I see there is making others really feel like you will do to them. And making people understand others emotionally in new ways is an art. It shouldn't come to you as a trivial task. Great artists do it, great
artists, like scientists, discover new ways and tools to do it, it's an art. The concept is what metters. The instruments played by the musicians are different. But the melody is on your mind and your hands, not within the tool you use to play it. Make your own fresh-text emoticons (also known as smiling kawaii faces and symbol text emoji faces) or copy and paste from a list of the best smiling faces of single-line text art. Use them to destroy ambiguity and help your friends experience their text as you wish.
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───█───────────▀▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▀────────█ Copy paste Lenny face ( ͡°  ͡°) ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ( ͡⊙ ͜ʖ ͡⊙) ( ͡◉ ͜ʖ ͡◉) ¯\_( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)_/¯ emoticons and use a cool Lenny Face generator to make your own custom Lenny Faces that perfectly suit any discussion. Click ͜ʖ the icon to copy to the clipboard ▼ ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°)(͜ʖ°ʘ ͜ʖ°ʘ) (°͜ʖ°) ̅ʖ̫ ̅ ಠ ͜ʖಠ ( ͡° ʖ̯ ͡°), ༼ಥ ಥ ͜ʖ ͜ʖ ༽(▀̿Ĺ̯▀̿ ̿) (✧≖ ͜ʖ≖) (✧≖ ͜ʖ≖) ͠° ͟͜ل°) ͜ [̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅](✿❦ ͜ʖ ❦)ᕦ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕤ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)╭∩╮ ʙ\_( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)_/ ʙ(╯ ͠) °͟ʖ°╯┻°┻ ( °͜ʖ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ʖ°̄\_(ツ)_/ ̄ ಠ°ಠ WARNING: This will no longer be updated! Here are all the faces of Le
Lenny that we have in our collection! ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°)ᕦ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕤ( ͜ʖ ° ͜ʖ ° ʖ ° ͜ʖ ʖ ° ͜ ʖ ° ( ͠° ͟ ʖ° ͜ʖ ヽ ༼ຈ ʖ ͜ ° ͜ʖ° ヽ ༼ຈ ل ຈ༽⼭, ͜ʖ. In this sense, the &lt;3&gt; &lt;8&gt;, ͜ʖ ̅ʖ̫ ̅ ͜, ̅ʖ̫ ̅, will be the first ͜ʖ ╭ʖ╮ ᕦ ᕤ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)( ͡ಠ ʖ̯ ͡ಠ) ╭ ͜ʖ╮ ͡. ͜ʖ ͜ʖ ☞ ͜ʖ͡ ╭∩╮(͜ʖ͡ ͜ʖ͡ ╭∩╮) (Japanese: ┻┻ ͜ʖ ͜ʖ͡) ╭∩╮( ⚆ ͜ʖ⚆) ╭∩╮[̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅](-) ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅](-) ͟5̲̅ ]̲̅$̲̅)̲̅ ̄ ̲̅$̲̅(͜ل  ͜ʖ ʖ⊙ ⊙, ͜ʖ '̿'\̵͇̿̿\з=( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)=ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿'̿┬┴┬┴┤( ͡° ͜ʖ├┬┴┬┴( ͜。 ) ͡ʖ ͜。 In ᴥ ═( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ═╝2007, the government of la ͜ʖ ͜ʖ ͜ʖ &lt;1&gt; de Las ███ ═ ═╝ ███ ═ ═╝ ███ ═ ═╝ was 100,000 inhabitants. ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝..
╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝╚═(███)═╝.╚═(███)═╝.. ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝... ╚═(███)═╝..... ╚(███)╝...... ╚(██)╝......... (█) (▀ ͜ʖ ͡°) (͡°з ͡°) (⌐▀͡ ʖ▀° ͜ʖ ◔(͜° ͜°͜ °(in ͜໒ ͜ʖ of ◔ ͜ʖ) &amp;͜ʖ of the
year 2007 ຈ ͜ʖ ಠ ͜ʖ⚆⚆ ͜ʖ ຈ ಠ was ͜ʖ, and it was ᕦ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕤ.╯ຈ͜لຈ) ╯ (┻-┻ ┻° ═( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)═╝ (∩° ͜ʖ°⊃°┴°┴┤ ͜ʖ°� ┴ ┴-( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)╯╲_∩ ⊃ Flame (∩° ͜ʖ°) ⊃°0. * ‧ 。 ○,( ͡° ͜ʖ (͡° ͜ʖ (͡° ͜ʖ ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ͜ʖ ͡°) ʖ ͡°) ʖ ͡°)*:.. The ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)。.:*໒ ͟ʖ. ७┌∩┐ ∩ ° ͜ʖ ͜ʖ ° ✧ ͡ ° ͜ʖ ✿✿✿✿✿✿ ⊃ ͜ʖ ° 〓 ° In this sense,  ,,,_o( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)o_ ᴥ ʖ year 2015 ʘ ͜ʖ was one of the first ͜ ʖ ʘ ͜。 ͡ʖ ͜。 (; In this sense ʖ( ͡° ʖ̯ ͡°), ʖ ( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°) ͠ &lt;'插 ͟ʖ°/ʙ&gt; &gt; ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ⌒ ʖ no ∠_,,,/ .͜ʖ ͜ʖ ͜ ʖ &lt; 

́
&gt; .
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░░░░░░░░▐▌░░�░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░▀▄░░░░░░░░░░▄▀░░░░░░░░░░░░�░░░�░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░▀▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▀▀░░░░░░░░░░░░░�__/&gt; | In this sense, ͜ʖ l/' Mi__ No / | / ⼩ No  | / ̄ | | | | | (ʙ匄_)__) \2 ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) (at ͜ʖ° ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿'̿ ͜ʖ° \̵͇̿̿° \̵͇̿̿\з=( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°)=ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)/ This is lenny. Copy and paste it so you can relive tired old mems. /▌/\乁 (✿°͜ʖ°͜ʖ و (◉ ͜ʖ) (⌐▀͡ ʖ▀) ╯ (┻-┻( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ╯ (┻-┻(˵° ͜ʖ° ˵) from╦-(Chinese ಥʖ̯ಥ ╯╲_卐卐卐卐 (☞⌐▀͡ ͜ʖ͡▀) ☞╾-╤De╦ ͜ ͜ (┻-┻°) ╭∩╮(▀̿̿Ĺ̯̿̿▀̿ ̿) (┻-┻') (͝ʖ ͝° ┌┐/ /./ / and| ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) &lt;banana| (Boy |)|
and i\__,U U ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿'̿ \̵͇̿̿\̵͇̿̿\з= (▀ ͜ʖ͞▀) =ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿'̿ ̿ ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿̿°͜ʖ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ʖ (ε/̵͇̿̿°) ̿'̿'\̵͇̿̿\з=( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°)=ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ (ノ◕ヮ◕)ノ*:‧✧゚ ✧

゚
 * ◕ ◕ [̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅] ̿ ̿ ̿'̿\\̵͇̿̿\з=(•••)=ε/̵͇̿̿/'̿'̿ ̿ /╲/\╭(° ͜ʖ° ╮/\╱\(._.) What are you doing? ( .-. ) ( :l ) (._.) ༼ º͟لº ༼ º͟لº ༼ º͟لº ༽ º͟لº ༽ º͟لº ༽ ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)╭∩╮ ( • • •)ԅ(≖⌣≖ԅ) (‿!‿) ԅ(≖‿≖ԅ) •́ε•́٥ (͠≖ ͜ʖ͠≖)ε'●) ( ᄉ ) ͜ʖ ᕤ ͜ʖ ( ͠° ͟ʖ ͡°) ͜ʖ ° (ᴖ ͜ʖ ° ᴖ ) (╯ ͠° ͟ʖ ° ╯┻ ° ┻ 。 *○.*. (ᐛ) ✂╰⋃╯ ( ⼩⼭ʘ ͜ʖ⼭ʘ ) ( ⼩⼭⼭, ͜ʖ ) (ಠ ͜ʖಠ) (Chinese ʘ ͜ʖ ⼩⼭ʘ) (Chinese) ͠ ° ͟͜ل (͠≖ ͜ʖ͠≖ ( ͡° ʖ̯ ͡°) (ᴗ ͜ʖ ᴗ) (‡▼益▼) (≥ಠ╭╮ಠ) ('∀ 

́
)М м\_( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)_/ y ̄ \_(ツ)_/ ̄  ( ✧≖ ͜ʖ≖) ͜ʖ ❦(͜ ☞ °͜ʖ°☞ ᕦ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕤ ٩ (^ᴗ^) ᕕ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕗ (͜ʖ° ☞

ᕦ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕤ ٩(^ᴗ^) (ᕕ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕗ ☝◞‸◟ ☞ ᕕ( ᐛ )ᕗ ᕕ(ཀ ʖ̯ ཀ)ᕗ ᕙ(▀̿̿Ĺ̯̿̿▀̿ ̿) ᕗ ڡ(╬ಠ ڡ'ಠ) (ó_ò。 ) ('‧_‧') 凸( •̀_•́ )凸 ( ̅ ʖ̫ ̅) ✌.| •͡ ̆ ‿•͡ ̆ |. ✌ (͠≖ ͜ʖ͠≖) ( ͡° ʖ̯ ͡°) ʕ ͡° ʖ̯ ͡°ʔ ┌П┐(► ̨ ◄'!) ヽ (Д゚�)ノ ┬┴┤( ͡⚆͜ل├┬┴┬ ཀ ʖ̯ ཀ ಠ╭╮ಠ (ᗒᗣᗕ)՞ ಥ_ಥ 凸༼ຈ͜لຈ༽凸 ɿ(。 In 2007, the government of the Republic of LasIa ad smokers, and was the first to do so. ɿ(。 In 2007 it had 1,000 million people. &lt; My God why‽ ) »-( ʙ'·· ʙ)-&gt;Text (「๑•₃•)「 w⼭y? ◕‿↼ (͜ʖ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ʖ ◢ д ◣) ୨୧ ᕼᗩᑭᑭY ᗷIᖇTᕼᗞᗩY୨୧ ᕕ༼✪͜ل✪༽ᕗ –=≡Σᕕ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ᕗ ♡(ŐωŐ⼭) ღƪ(⼩⼭◡⼭)♡ƪ◡ Welcome◡ to
Emoticon Central ✿╹◡╹♪ (个_个), a unique [̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅] ͜ʖ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)ʖ location where you can find all your favorite ASCII faces. (They're actually mostly Unicode faces - the ASCII standard doesn't include all the characters you need - but no one says Unicode Faces because it sounds stupid.) You can also refer to some of these as Kaomoji Faces, but please don't call them emojis - these are the ones with real graphic images. Anyway, bookmark this page so you don't have to keep finding out what to look for every time you need to copy and paste
an emoticon. Just click the COPIA button to put the face of your choice on the clipboard! On a good day, humanity invented electronic computers. They were adopted as a useful tool by several people around the world. Everyone was happy. But then, these people wanted to send their work, stories and funny jokes to each other in text form. And unfortunately, these silly people never managed to agree on the use of a language and writing system. That's fine, but they also didn't agree on using an encoding format for their text. Inherited
encodings Voices, computers do not think of letters and lines, but in bits, bytes and numbers. So humans had to come up with a way to depict the text as a lot of numbers... Easy! Just assign a symbol of your choice writing system to a number that a computer can handle. For example, in the text you are reading right now, the Latin alphabet in lowercase, a to z, scari for the included numbers 97 to 122. But not everyone with a computer can read Latin. These guys used scripts like Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, Han, Katanka and Kanji, and used the
same numbertrick to encode their text. For example, the Cyrillic letter Д (From) is encoded as number 196 of the Windows-1251 encoding where in the ASCII Extended encoding it is '-', a vertical line used to draw pictures. So before you open a text file sent by your friend to the other side of the world, you must first know what encoding they used to write this file. You can guess, but there are a lot of these old codings, almost 60! So when you open the file, look something like this: rcÁ=Óì· ÇX[isô'-åøJ°C@e⼭
ýD0ý[§¬Æ¢eSSÔQ°CcûcWUnÛÇ/k5©¶§. ÖÒLÝSTtaöD:&lt;%d·%ÄÜI/y¡þ,Ô± f.ÉIlÃ»Ò£Èfm mÎãSìnÕÏiaÇvø[å]/_~5L5°ô¬6×áÇÉL=É:²÷ÆTçß ̈ìUEAwÜ[Í4±© Ñ³ PEbÌ1%mf_1/2 O'_¥Hð¢ÍA.©Ütæì²²_yèä'4ùuý¬ÇÿtMF-à9Òô@×I÷ÊtÂî5&amp;amp; Ã1/2¥Zásq®^mTÕ{§bÀÜ'øFÁ³q0Ï¢®](é4 The correct term for this is mojibake. UTF-8 As we fix the have all these different encodings? Well, the answer is quite simple: just create a single large encoding that contains all the things and symbols. This is Unicode. Unicode specifies ranges of so-called
code points or characters. It is not the actual encoding itself, which would be one of the formats used to encode Unicode points. The most commonly used Unicode format is UTF-8. There are other formats like UTF-16 and UTF-32, but UTF-8 is the most impressive format for Unicode because: It can store anything. Old encodings would require the entire document to be written with the same encoding and therefore the writing system, inhibiting the user from using multiple writing systems in a single document. With UTF-8 users can. Use a
variable character length. Unicode has space for up to 4,294,967,296 (4 bytes = 32 bits = 2^32) code points. Documents and websites would become four times larger when each character is 4 large bytes. UTF-8 will use only one byte for most Latin characters and up to four bytes for less common characters. Supports ASCII The first 255 code points encoded by UTF-8 are exactly the same as ASCII. ASCII was a widely used format before UTF-8 became popular. When supported in earlier versions, UTF-8 programs can handle ASCII-
encoded files without having to re-encode them. You may still find documents or websites that do not use UTF-8. Most likely on websites that use an Eastern language such as Mandarin. What? Because website owners don't want to blow their money on bandwidth costs. Sounds weird? Well, let me explain it. Documents with many Latin characters are smaller in size, as the most common characters are just a large byte. Other writing systems are encoded at Unicode intervals where a single character can be up to four large bytes! So these
documents are larger than documents written in a language that uses Latin characters. An example of this phenomenon is the Russian social website, vk.com. This website uses Windows-1251 encoding as it encodes the Cyrillic writing system in wide one-byte characters, saving bandwidth. Today, UTF-8 is the most widely used text format on the Internet. It is also the backbone of this website, without Unicode, Lenny and all other dongers would probably be limited to the ASCII character range. Range.
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